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NOTICE: When government or other drawings, speci-
fications or otb-r data are used for any purpose
other than in connection with a definitely related
government procurement operation, the U. S.
Government thereby incurs no responsibility, nor any
obligation whatsoever; and the fact that the Govern-
ment may have fort1ated, furnished, or in any way
supplied the said drawings, specifications, or other
data is not to be regarded by implication or other-
wise as in any manner licensing the holder or any
ot.er person or corporation, or conveying any rights
or permission to manufacture, use or sell any
patented invention that may in any way be related
thereto.
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ABSTRACT

(U) OB mqT.

The object of thi3 test *,s to estimate and compore the pick.
of VX on traversal of (1) normal or relatively dry contaminated t(
(2) contaminated rain-soaked terrain, and (3) terriin rain-soaked
ately after the dissemination of agent.

(C) RESULTS.

In a series of field trinls, the cloth-overed roller wps em
tc determine the trtiiiferability of VX from contaminated terrain
penetration of agent through cloth. The total pick-up of VX was
from terrain which was rair-soaked prior to contamination, and lo'
from terrain on which heavy rain fell after contamination and bef
traversal. The pick-up from normal contaminated terrain was abou
that from contaminated rain-soaked terrain, The wetness of terra
greatly influenced the penttration of agert. During the traversa
terrain, roughly 35% of the agent picked up by the roller was tra
by tho .noisture through the outer layer of cloth and was found on
bottom or inner layer, as compared to a penetration of less than
the traversal of the relatively dry terrain.
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INTRaIM REPORT
CWL TRAVERSAL PROGRAM

PITAYE B - PICK-UP
(Effects of Ground Moisture)

I. (U) OBJECT.

The object of this test was to estimate and compare the pick-up
of VX on traversal of (1) normal or relatively dry contaminated terrain,
(2) contaminated rsin-soaked terrain, and (3) terrain rain-soaked immedi-
ately after the dissemination of agent.

II. (U) AUTHIORTY.

This study was authorized in the fiscal year 1960 Research and
Development Program, project no. 4C04-15-032, Toxic CW Munitions, and
specifically under subproject no. 4CO4-15-032-14, Tochniques for Field
Zqaluation of OW Munitions.

III. (C) INTRODUC'.'ORY RFAARKS.

Earlier field trials investigated the transferability of agent
from relatively dry vegetated terrain on which VX was disseminated. The
results obtained were considered specific for the terrain condition ex-
isting during the trials, particularly since laboratory tests indicated
that terrain moisture had a pronounced effect on pick-up. To corroborate
the laboratory results and investigate further the effects of terrain
moisture on pick-up, the field trials described in this memorandum were
conducted on the same Lest site as were the earlier field trials. In
these trials, the cloth-covered roller technique was employed. The ability
of tW.s technique to reflect, with fair accuracy, the pick-up on troops
crawling across contaminated terrain, as when advancing under fire, was
proven and ...scussed in OWL Technical Memorandum 33-19; subject: Interim
Report, CWL Traversal Program, Phase B - "Pick-Up"; dated 10 February 1959.

It should be recognized that the results presented in this
document were derived from a rather cursory investigation, and as such
are considered interim in nature. Therefore, this information is issued
for temporary and limited use only, and may be superseded when additional
trials are performed.

IV. (0) PERIMETAL.

A, Procedure.

The test was performed in accordance with Test Directive
for Field Test 2102, subject: Field Test to Determine Effects of Ground
i-istur: on Agent Pick-Up (U), dated 5 February 1959. As prescribed in
the test directive, the terrain conditions and the procedure amployed
were as follows:

CONFIDENTIAL
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1. Contaminated Dry Terrain.

The test site consisting of terrain with a moderately
dense covering of short grass was divided intro six 2-m by 25-m strips.
Each of these strips was subdivided into two one-meter paths. Three
strips were contaminated with large droplets of VX generat.cd by the multi-
jet disperser equipped with dropping needles. The remaining three strips
were similarly contaminated with VX in shattered or small droplets from
-he same disseminating device equipped with air-operated spray nozzles.
The degree and uniformity of contamination were determined by the use of
sampling pans containing isoprortnol. These pans were placed ra dorly
across the width of the test strip, two pans for each 5 m of strip length.
Immediately following the dissemination of VI, the solvent in the sans
were stirred and pured into individa1 ssmnl 4 .ng bottles and forwarded to
the laboratory for analysis on the sii r day. The particle size of the
large droplets was determined by obtaining the mass of a number of captured
droplets, and the particle size distribution of the smaller droplets was
determined by measuring the stains produed by the dropleto on rA6 detector
paper.

One-half hour after the start of contamination, one path
of each strip was trdversed at a fixed rate by a 13-in. diameter roller
covered with two layerg nr laundered, blcached cotton sateen cloth. The
second ith of each strip was similitrly traversed 3 hr later. Im:ediately
after each traversi, each layer of cloth was removed from the roller,
stuffed into individual wide-mouthed bottles containing isopropanol, and
delivered to the laboratory for analysis on the day -f sampling. The
quantity of VX on each cloth sample wus determined by the DB-3 technique.

2. Contaminated Rain-Soaked Terrain.

The trials described in par 1, above, were repeated on
wet terrain as would exist after a heavy rainfall. These trials were
performed t,'.ce, once during early spiing iihen the terrain was normally
wet and once during late spring when the terrain had to be wetted by
simulated rainfall prior to the application of agent. The latter trials
were parformed within days of the trinls described in par 1 and 3. This
was done to eliminate the seasonal difference& in grass density as a

variable when comparing pick-up. In the earlier trials, the terrain was
visibly saturated with water, and the rainfall necessary to produce this
wetness was not known. In the later trials, the amount and uniformity of
simulated rainfall was determined from the co tents of t.-n containers
placed randomly on each test strip before spraying the terrain with water.

3. Rairt-Soaked Contaminated Terrain

The trials described in par 1, above, were repeated in
a modified form. The stri..o: were prepared and contaminated as described;
io swever, immediately aftor the dissemination of agent and the removal of
sampling pens, the ground whs subjected to a heavy simulated rainfall.
The traversal schedule was modified so that the first path was traversed
1 hr after the agent was disseminated, and the second path 2 hr later.
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B. Results.

The data derived from this series of trials are presented
in tables 1 and 2.

The average particle size of agent dissemina,,d as large
droplets was about 2.5 mm, and tha small particles had a mass median
diameter averaging approximately 0.6 mm. Test strips were contaminated
to densities varying from 1.6 to 7.0 g/sq m, and as indicated in the
standard deviations in the 10 determinations per strip (see table 1),
the uniformity of contamination was less than desired. Strips A through
F were relatively dry when contaminated. Strips G through L, which were
wetted after contamination, and strips M through R, which were wetted
before contamin.tlon, were similarly suibjected to a 2)-min simulated
rainfall. In both cases, the quantit, of vwater applied to theae strips
was equivalent to that produced by a 3/4-in. rainfall.

Strips A through F and M through R were traversed by the
cloth-covered roller 1/2 hr and 3-1/2 hr after contamination. Strips
G through L were wetted 1/2 hr after contamination, and traversed 1 hr
and 3 hr after contamination. Agent disseminated on wet terrain proved
to be most efficiently transferred to the roller. On the first travorsal,
the total pick-up from stlrips M through R was roughly 30% higher than
the plck-up from strips A through F, and 10 times that from strips 0
through L. On the second traversal, the efficiency of transferability
remained in the same order; however, there was a sharp decline in the
quantity of agent transferred. Ground moisture aided considerably in
transpcrting agent through the cloth. As determined frow the quantity
of agent present on the inner or bottom cloth layers, the greatest
penetration resulted when contaminated wet terrein was traversed, and
the lea3t when normal or dry terrain was traversed.

Trials on strips S through X paralleled those performed on
strips M th. ugh R. Strips S through X, however, were traversed 1/2 hr
and 4-1/2 hr after contamination. Also, these trials were performed
earlier in the year when the vegetation was somewhat leap dense. In
general, the same effects of soil moisture on pick., p were observed.
However, as a result of differences in terrain char, teristics as well as
in soil moisture, the pick-up and penetration from strips S through X were
considerably less than from strips M through R.

In these trials, it frequently appeared that agent dissemi-
nated in smaller pev. ticles was more transferable and had greater pene-
trability than larger particles. Because of the variance in individual
determinations, additional trials are required to establish the significance
of the apparent effects of particle size on pick-up and penetration.
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-- --xDate Terrain Test Contamination partiol SiAted

of trial oondition striD densitv mise rsinfall r!......- 4- (yxo m D .... t. o7 1'

19 my 59 Mortal A 5.a81t2.26 2.5 0 8
B 543 A 1.32 2.5 0 9
C 5.30 t 1.07 2.5 0

20May 59 Normal D 4.23,- 2.42 0.6 0 13
E 5 611 2.0 0.6 0 12

6.03 2.09 0.6 0 13

21 May 59 Wet after 0 5.13 1.54 2.5 o,76 o 0.46 10
contamination H 4.60 1 i.14 2.5 0.83 o.44 9

1 3.89 z 0.87 2.5 0.53 ,. 0.22 10

25 Kv 59 Wet after j 6.32 2.94 0.6 0.76 *0,33 10.
contamination x 6.50 2.39 0.6 1.10 0.26 10

L 5.87 , 2.83 o.6 0.0 0 0.13 10

26 may 59 Wet before M 2.17. 0.98 2.5 x 9
contamination N 2.28 g 1.10 2.5 x 10

0 3.4.t 0. 66  2.5 1 10

27 14 y 59 Wet before P 7000 t 2.55 o.6 x 10
contamination -Q 6 . 3 1 x 3 .19  0.6 1 10

a 5.32! 2.71 0.6 x 10

2 Mar 59 Wet before S 2.27 t 0.73 2.5 xx 9
con.kination T 1.59 . o.40 2.5 x 1

U 1.67,g 0.1 2.5 UX 9

4 .ar 59 Wet before V 3.43 t 0.57 0.6 Ux 10
ocntamination W 1.59 1.20 0.6 Ux 8

__ 2.66 o.75 0.6 u II

© Stripe A thru F and N thru . were traversed 30 mn after cotaminationj Strips 0 th
0* Interval between first and second traversal vasitb for Stripe 0 thru L,

I Rainfall notdeterminede. Strips X4 thru R were vetted identically to Strip

IX Rainfall not determined. Terrain *as naturally saturated with atdr.!
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Table I

Effeots of Molstur. on the Pick-Up of VI From Terrain

Approx Fir Travs_ __l* " Second _ _rave _ _'

particle SiNulated Roler Pik-UO on cloth Roller .iok-pn cloth
Oise rainfall rate Too ottom rate IQR;M-

Eg in /8 ga /i gM
2.5 0 8.7 392 3.6 11.0 9 0 Av Air 1
2.5 0 9.9 511 l. 9.5 86 0 Strip C
2.5 0 9.4 37h 2.8 10.2 58 0

0.6 0 13.0 6144 0.9 13.7 184 0
0.6 0 12.5 956 o.7 L3.4 109 0 kr Air 1
0.6 0 i3.7 ;010 1.9 13.7 199 0.5

2.5 0.76 0. 146  10.3 53 43 10.2 25.4 7.3 Av Air 7
2.5 0.83 0O.1.14 9.7 33 30 9.7 12.0 1.3 Slight q
2.5 0.53 & 0.22 10.6 i) 29 10.5 12.2 1.1 traveres

0.6 0.76 ,33 10.9 4 75 62 10.5 59 33 Ar Air T
0.6 1.10 0.26 10.0 47 37 10.1 67 43 Some eta
0.6 0.50 0 0.13 10.8 69 33 10.3 i.3 0.4 Strip K

2.5 x 9.9 183 59 9.7 53 17.4 Av Air T
2.5 1 10.2 183 100 9.9 40 3.0 Standing
2.5 x 10.1 375 51 9.4 60 2.3

0.6 x 10.9 1,050 402 10.5 271 100 Av Air T
0.6 x 10.5 738 522 10.4 126 166 Standing
0.6 x 10.8 8514 540 10.6 270 49

2.5 It 9.7 168 10.4 10.9 55 9.0 Av Air ,
2.5 11 U1.6 122 1.6 11.3 36 2.0 Strip U
2.5 Ix 9.5 308 158 10.9 59 23.0

0.6 U 10.1 158 13 10.7 130 10.0 Av Air Ti
0.6 11 8.6 52 14 10.1 27 3.0 Strip W
0.6 it 11.0 1614 14 11.0 46 4.o

a tar oontaainationj Strips 0 thru L were vetted 30 min after contamination and traversed 30 min afterva
for Strips 0 thru Le 3 hr. fr Stripe A thru F and M thru Rp and 4 hr for Stripe S thru I.

ted identically to Strips 0 thra L.

aturated with water.
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aTerrain

iek.O 1 on cloth Rarks

ag 2

94 0 AY Air Tamp 71i? Ground Tap 82013 Relative Humidity 86%o Agent Purity 10%
86 0 Strip C appeared rougher than A or B.
58 0

814 0
O9 0 Av Air Tom. ?6oS! Ground Tamp 88°?; Relati,'' Humidity 79%. Agent Purity, 99%,
9 0.5

25.4 7.3 Av Air Tamp 75011 Ground Tep 83,Oy Relative Humidity 82%. Agent Purity %
12.0 1.3 Slight quantities of standing water were present on strips during the first
12.2 1.i traversal.

59 33 Av Air Tamp 660f Ground Temp 820?; Relative Humidity 5%, Agent Purity 90.
67 143 Some standing t*.ter pres.nt m an strips.
14.3 o.4 Strip K was more uneven than Strips J and L.

53 17.4 Av Air Temp 680?, Ground Temp 770 ; Relative Huptdi+A 63%. Agent Purity 82%o
40 3.0 Standing water appeared only in Strip 0.
60 2.3

71 100 Av Air Tamp 7401 Ground Temp 820°I Relative Humidity 61%. Agent Purity 9k ,
166 Standing water was present on Strip Q during first traversal.

70 149

55 9.0 Av Air T ep hk0F. Ground Te* U7V Relative Humidity 67. Asent Pura-ty 81.
36 2.0 Strip U apeared rougher and wetter than Strips S or To
59 23.0

.30 10.0 Av Air Top 50?; Ground Temp 54°0? Relative Humidity 38. Agent Purity 03%.
27 3,0 Strip W with sading water appeared rougher and wetter than Strips V and I.
146 4.o
.,Ad traversed 30 mi afterwards.

tips S thru X.
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Table 2
Conoarat~ie VaLUes-of Totnl Pick-Up and Penetration

Terrain Particle Test First Traversal SeconO Tv arsal

condition size of VX strip Total Bottom Layer Tot l -- itt_kDa

A 0.27 0.0024 0.064 0
Large B 0.38 0.0008 0.064 C

Normal C 0.28 0.0020 0.044 j

) 0.61 0.0008 0.18 0
Small E, 0.68 0.000 0. 076 0

F 0.67 0.0012 0.13 0.0004

G 0.076 0.034 0.026 0.0056
Large 0.056 0.026 0.011 0.0012

I 0.068 0.030 0.013 0.0012
Rain ,,ftr
.ontamination J 0.088 0.039 0.060 0.021

Snall K 0.052 0.023 0.072 0.026
L 0.068 0.022 0.010 0.0004

M 0.45 0.11 0.128 0.032
Large N 0.50 0.18 0.076 0.0052

0 0.50 0.06 0.072 0.00:8

Rain before
contamination

P 0.83 0.23 0.21 0.056
Small Q 0°80 0.33 0.18 ).I0

R 1.05 O..1 0.24 0.036

S 0.31 0.018 0.11 0.016
Large T 0.34 0.029 0.096 0.0052

U 1.12 0.38 0.20 0.056
Wet before

icontamination
V 0.20 0.015 0.16 ).012

Small W 0.17 0.035 0.076 ).008
X 0.27 0.021 0.076 ).006

*Pick-up per meter traversed by the cloth-covered roller, expressed ns the percent

of the initial contaminntion density found on both layers (total) and on b ottom
layer of cloth. Cloth dimensions: 24 x 42 in.
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